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Exhibition Plan: discuss and define your audiences, aims and key messages

Discussion and debate at one of  the three curatorial workshops 
led by Roz Currie in Islington Museum, autumn 2019

Audiences: 
Local community; primary school children; 
potential funders and supporters; journalists 
and local politicians

Aims: 
Explaining the significance of  the church
Understanding who were the first residents
Describing the realities of  their lives
Finding a future for the building

Key messages: 
Who built the streets?
Who held power?
Precariousness of  success
Proximity of  the workhouse
Health and infant mortality



Understand your constraints: space, copyright, condition, insurance and budget

At outset:

• Measure and plan space for displays, 
both wall area and cabinets

• Establish copyright permissions

• Assess whether objects and images are 
suitable for display or are too fragile

• Obtain appropriate level of  insurance

• Work within your budget

• Be resourceful!

The interior of  the Old Bailey courthouse shows Henry Buckler 

seated at his desk, recording the trial of  Daniel McNaughton, 

accused of  murdering Edward Drummond, Illustrated London 

News, 4th March 1843 Image: Islington Local History Centre 



Identify your themes: write text and select images and objects

Volunteer Jenny Tatton sharing ideas at one of  the three 
curatorial workshops led by Roz Currie in Islington Museum, 

autumn 2019

Text for exhibition panels:

• Make it accessible 

• Keep it focussed and concise

• Aim for 150-200 words per panel

• Keep to 30 words per caption

Images for reproduction on panels:

• Ensure they illustrate the theme

• Check copyright and suitability

Objects and Images for display:

• Ensure they illustrate the theme

• Assess condition and display correctly



Aim to inform, engage and illustrate: use a variety of  sources to tell your stories

A mourning letter; a 

selection of  newspaper 

cuttings about Holy 

Trinity; a postcard 

showing the war shrine 

service, 1920.



Panel 2: Who built the streets?

Text: 145 words

Images: a watercolour painting; a plan; 

a black and white photograph

Objects: postcard of  a horse-drawn 

omnibus in Thornhill Road



Visual story-telling – making connections with the past and the artwork with 
thoughtful and intelligent design throughout the exhibition



Overcoming challenges and being adaptable: different issues for each exhibition

Exhibition #1:

• Split site on two floors

• Separate access and different opening hours

• Closed early due to national lockdown

Exhibition #2:

• Located on a building site

• No display cabinets and not museum standard

• Limited opening hours

• Need to be Covid 19-compliant

• Talks and workshops delivered digitally

• Closed early due to national lockdown

Volunteer Virginia Low staffing the exhibition in The Cloudesley

Centre, October 2020



What makes a good exhibition?
Some tips from the Tales team

Volunteers Jenny Tatton and Sian Whitaker 
arrange objects in one of  the museum cabinets

Clarity:

• Keep in view your aims and key messages

• Test your ideas and hone your plan

Communication:

• Work at making your stories accessible

• Blend text, images and objects to tell your stories

Collaboration:

• Seek training and mentoring from experts

• Work closely with your designer to maximise the 
impact of  the stories and realise your vision

And cake!



How will you know you’ve succeeded? 
Evaluate and ask for feedback

• Online surveys

• Feedback forms

• Informal conversations

Undertake your own review

• Did the exhibition achieve its aims?

• Did it reach its intended audiences?

• Has the exhibition enabled more people to enjoy heritage

Is there a desire for future projects?

• Are the volunteers keen to continue?

• Are there other aspects of  the heritage which the 
community would like to investigate?

Volunteer Kieran Garvey holding aloft the Holy Trinity sign board, 

Image: Diocese of  London



Thank you for listening

Any questions?

Opening day of  the exhibition#2: pictured outside the south porch are 

Kieran Garvey, Susan Skedd, Jenny Tatton and Nel. Image: André 

Langlois, Islington Gazette


